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Wow! Your wait is finally over and itâ€™s time you back your bags and get going to one of the most
amazing holiday spots not in India but on the planet. What can be better than choosing an
unforgettable holiday in Goa? What strikes your mind when you hear the word â€œGoa?â€• Well, those of
you who are travelling aficionados would draw a broad list of varied places of interest that catch the
attention of the people from within the country and abroad.

Nothing can deny the fact that the state of Goa can rightly contemplated to be the travellersâ€™ haven
as it is beautifully steeped in mind-boggling highlights which make the tourists flying from far-off
locations to fall in love with this marvellous hotspot at the very first sight. Many grab flights to Goa
so that they can amalgamate themselves with the fun and frolic offered by the tourist attractions.

Are you on the edge of making the most of this summer season? Why not head to Goa for an
immaculate experience that you would love to take delight in for a lifetime. To cut a story short, Goa
needs no introduction as it has been into existence since those times when the Portuguese landed
on the soil of India and erected some of the extraordinary churches. They ruled over Goa for almost
five hundred years and you still can savour the flavour of Portuguese culture that leaks from every
corner of the state.

You would get your hands on almost everything for which the dazzling state of Goa is so renowned.
Why waste time when youâ€™re the privileged one to run into scrumptious food, sand, sun kissed
beaches, boisterous environment, water sports and much more.

Pamper yourself by tossing the hidden tales of Goaâ€™s rich history and heritage. Numerous individuals
book cheap flights to Goa to become a proud spectator of the wonderfully built churches whose
base was laid around five hundred years ago. It is eminent for its churches which are crafted with
Portuguese architecture. You can pay a visit to the Wildlife Sanctuaries and National Parks as well
such as Bondla Wildlife Sanctuary, Molem Widlife Sanctuary and the list goes on.

Admire partaking in the carnivals? The carnivals in Goa are very popular in which you can express
the euphoria by gorging on food and drinks and also, meeting your beloved ones.

Following are the highlights which are definitely worth a visit:

Â»Goa State Museum

Â»Anjuna Beach

Â»Panaji

Â»Margao

Â»Aguada Fort

Â»Morjim Beach
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Robert Connor is an expert in the tourism industry and has extensive knowledge a flights to Goa
and a flights to Goa from Birmingham. You can contact him at +44 (0) 208 385 6850.
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